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PACKAGING IS EVOLVING

Packaging serves a vital purpose in preserving and ensuring product quality, including the safe 
delivery of food and beverages to consumers, while preventing wastage along the value chain. 

Today, producers are also heading into another vital direction in packaging: sustainability. Brands 
are now on the path to greatly reducing environmental impact by using clever packaging, new and 
innovative materials and reusable or refillable packaging features.

The Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) is the right framework to facilitate effective processes 
to achieve end-to-end packaging solutions. EPR provides the blueprint to an infrastructure that will 
accelerate the paradigm shift for manufacturers to definitively move towards sustainability  in 
packaging.

We are all stakeholders when it comes to tackling consumer packaging waste. 

Thank you for being a part of the cause. 
See you in the next issue.

GETTING THE EPR TRAIN ON TRACK

To get EPR on track in Malaysia, many components need to come 
together. One of the most critical being a common legal and policy 
framework that is applied homogeneously and effectively enforced 
across Malaysia.

The Solid Waste and Public Cleansing Management Act (Act 672) is a 
good place to start. However, Act 672 at present is not applicable to all 
states in the country. 

We published a position paper in July 2022 that touches on this, as well as 
the financial considerations of an EPR programme, important 
definitions, and the various elements critical to a successful EPR policy.

The full Position Paper is worth a read and can be found on our website here, or check out the 
Executive Summary of the paper here.

Some key takeaways are:

An obliged industry where EPR is applied to all producers and brands, even the online retailers; 
across all packaging types.                                                                       

Mandatory reporting on the amount and nature of all packaging inputs to the market.                                                                      

Strong legislation and clear enforcement by the government.

September and October were filled with various conferences and speaking engagements. Our 
General Manager, Pauline Goh, represented MAREA at:

IGEM: Enabling Circular Economy in Malaysia - Critical Success Factors (13 Oct)                                                                        

Other Events

ISWA Beacon Conference 2022 (26-27 Sept)                                                                       

Malaysia-Australia Dialogue Series on Combating Marine Plastic Pollution 2022 (15 Sept)                                                                      

Petrochemical Sustainability Conference 2022 (13 Sept)                                                                       

HAPPENINGS

The EPR pilot project in Langkawi aimed at 
studying implementation methods that will 
form the basis of a national framework for 
Malaysia has successfully completed its Phase 1.

Key stakeholders met at this two day workshop 
led by MAREA, the Ministry of Housing and 
Local Government (KPKT) and the Solid Waste 

EPR Model for the Langkawi Pilot Project Workshop 
4 - 5 October

Management and Public Cleansing Corporation (SWCorp) to chart Phase 2 of the project.

Phase 2 will look to formulate the EPR mechanism for Langkawi that will improve recycling rates. 
This will cover operational, legislation, and financing aspects; as well as Communication, Education 
& Public Awareness (CEPA) initiatives. Read More

Besides our 10 founding members, other 
companies that can join MAREA as Main 
Contributors include those from the obliged 
industries. These members commit to packaging 
recyclability and having recycled content in 
plastic packaging. MAREA recently welcomed 
the 3 new Main Contributors below:

MAREA’S CONTRIBUTOR MEMBERS

MAREA has two categories of membership, namely: Main Contributors and Associate Contributors.

Associate Contributors on the other hand are those outside the obliged industries list. We are glad 
to have on board with us as Associate Contributors the following companies:

Not yet a member? Join us to make a difference! We will be happy to walk you through the 
benefits of being a Main Contributor or Associate Contributor. Just drop us a note.

These are the producers and brand owners 
with packaging products inputs to the 
market. They include brand owners of 
consumer goods, retailers with private 
labels, importers, e-commerce and contract 
packers. 

What are obliged industries?
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